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TGSilencer™ v1.2.2 by Level2 Concepts, LLC 
Noise Reduction Kit for the Tower Garden® 

General Description 
 
The TGSilencer kit is designed to reduce the nutrient noise associated with the Tower Garden®. Noise reduction is 
achieved by installing baffles in each tower section and a baffle/float disc assembly in the nutrient tub. Upon contact 
with the random baffle fibers, the nutrient solution dissipates in multiple directions, creating micro-turbulences as it 
passes through the baffle material. The dispersion action along with the micro-turbulences, decelerate the nutrient 
solution before it contacts the tower section plastic and the surface of the nutrients in the reservoir tub. It is this 
deceleration that reduces the nutrient noise. 
 
 
Installation Instructions 

1. Before installation, verify that you have received all the parts. The TGSilencer kit consists of the following: 
 

a. TGSilencer(all models): Half-moon Tower Baffles (black) 
 

i. TGSilencer(FLX): 10 half-moon Tower Section Baffles. 
 

ii. TGSilencer(FLX+EXT1): 14 half-moon Tower Section Baffles. 
 

iii. TGSilencer(HM): 12 half-moon Tower Section Baffles. 
 (8 baffles with no notches, 2 baffles with 3 notches, 2 baffles with 4 notches) ** 
 

iv. TGSilencer(EXT1): 4 half-moon Tower Section Baffles. 
 

v. TGSilencer(MG): 8 half-moon Tower Section Baffles. 
(4 baffles with 3 notches, 4 baffles with 4 notches) ** 
 
** Tower sections are installed onto tower support rods in an alternating “A” then “B” configuration. 
Baffles with 4 notches are for tower sections used in the “A” position. Baffles with 3 notches are for 
tower sections used in the “B” position. 
 

b. TGSilencer(FLX), (FLX+EXT1) & (HM): 1 circular Nutrient Tub Baffle with 1¼  inch hole in center (black). 
 

c. TGSilencer(FLX), (FLX+EXT1) & (HM): 1 circular Nutrient Tub Float Disc with 1¼ inch hole in center (green). 
 

d. This User Manual. 
 

2. Rinse all baffles and float disc with water prior to use. 
 

3. Install two half-moon baffle sections at the bottom of each tower section as follows: 
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4. Unscrew the pump hose from the underside of the tower base then push the hose through the center hole of the 
float disc and the Tub Baffle (in that order), then reconnect the hose to the tower base: 
 

 
 

5. Be sure to position the pump on the bottom of the nutrient tub so the section of pump hose connected to the tower 
base is as vertical as possible. The straighter the hose, the easier it will be for the tub baffle assembly to remain on 
the surface of the nutrient solution and immediately below the tower drain holes as the tub nutrient level changes. 
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Removal Instructions 

1. Unscrew the pump hose from the underside of the tower base, remove the Tub Baffle and Float Disc, then 
reconnect the hose to the tower base: 

 

2. Remove the tower section from the tower support rods. Push the center of the Tower Baffles up from the bottom of 
the tower section. Grasp the baffle material with both hands and lift out of tower section: 
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Cleaning 
 
A side benefit of TGSilencer is that it acts as an excellent bio-filter** for your nutrient solution! 
 
Bio-filters are full of beneficial live micro-organisms. The nooks & crannies of the baffle material is the home for this life. 
Over-zealous cleansing or purifying the baffle material will unbalance the bio-filter ecosystem by eliminating or killing 
this essential life. Disinfecting or drying of washed baffle material only makes sense in cases where the entire Tower 
Garden needs to be disinfected, dried out and stored. In essence, cleaning the baffle material should be only done with 
the intention to: 
 

 Eliminate excessive organic waste (e.g. plant root remains). 

 Remove excessive accumulated bacterial flock to avoid plugging of the baffle, which would create adverse 
anaerobic conditions. 

 Improve the living conditions of the nitrifying bacteria and micro-organisms that thrive in the baffle material. 
 
Cleaning can usually be accomplished with a gentle rinse of fresh de-chlorinated water (remember, chlorine will kill the 
beneficial micro-organisms). If it becomes necessary to sanitize / disinfect the baffle material (e.g. to prep for storage), 
The TGSilencer parts can be safely cleaned using the same methods recommended to clean the other components of the 
Tower Garden. 
 
** A biological filter (a.k.a. bio-filter) converts harmful ammonia into relatively harmless nitrates by way of the nitrogen cycle. Filters of this type 
contain media such as plastic balls, rings or open-profile bio-media that have massive surface areas for beneficial bacteria to adhere to and 
colonize. First, water containing impurities comes in contact with these beneficial bacteria. Next, the beneficial bacteria consume the impurities and 
release relatively harmless nitrates back into the water. Lastly, these nitrates can be absorbed by plants, helping to meet their nutritional 
requirements necessary for growth. So that the beneficial bacteria can continue to do their job, the baffle media should remain wet and never be 
scrubbed totally clean. 

 
 
Specifications 
 
Materials: Baffles - Curly fiber Thermo-Polypropylene Compounds (TPPC), Float Disc - Closed cell Polyethylene foam 
Bio-Impact: Non-toxic to the environment 
Environment: Designed for indoor and outdoor use 

Physical Dimensions: Baffles - 8 ½”(dia.) x 1 ½”(thick), Float Disc - 8 ½”(dia.) x ½”(thick) 

Weight: Approx. 3 lbs. 
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